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SECTION 1 - Introduction 
 
1.1 Tibbalds Planning and Urban Design was appointed in July 2008 by CABE to 
undertake a ‘Design Infrastructure Review’ of two Growth Point areas as part of its 
commission by Communities and Local Government (CLG) to offer a programme of 
support to the Growth Points.  The review of ‘Design Infrastructure’ is about 
understanding and mapping design policies as they relate to place making and design at 
a variety of scales and assessing the ability of organisations to implement those policies 
and influence the delivery of well designed, successful places.  In short, and in this 
context, it is the ability of the Growth Points to support the delivery of good places and 
high quality design.  
 
1.2 This report covers the area of the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH).  
PUSH is made up of 11 Local and Unitary Authorities and the County Council, grouped in 
a (largely economic) sub-region focussed around the Cities of Southampton and 
Portsmouth and their hinterlands. It is poly-centric and diverse in terms of the types of 
environment it includes.  It is also strongly focussed around the south coast and the 
Solent.  It is home to over 1 million people and is the largest urban area in the South of 
England outside London.  It includes the following Authorities (see appendix 1): 
• East Hampshire District Council (EHDC) – part only 
• Eastleigh Borough Council (EBC) 
• Fareham Borough Council (FBC) 
• Gosport Borough Council (GBC) 
• Hampshire County Council (HCC) – part only 
• Havant Borough Council (HBC) 
• New Forest District Council (NFDC) – part only 
• Portsmouth City Council (PCC) 
• Southampton City Council (SCC) 
• Test Valley Borough Council (TVBC) – part only 
• Winchester City Council (WCC) – part only 
 
This area has been identified as having the potential to accommodate large areas of 
housing growth (80,000 new homes proposed within PUSH up to 2026), and also needs, 
in particular, to consider wider economic and employment factors. 
 
1.3 The purpose of understanding the ‘Design Infrastructure’ context of this area is 
principally to inform a Diagnostic Workshop that CABE are running with PUSH early in 
2009. One of the purposes of this workshop is to help identify where any resource 
support by CABE might be directed within the Growth Point in the future.  It is also hoped 
that it will give useful insights into key issues that may also be applicable to other Growth 
Points.  
 
1.4 The stated aims and objectives for this review are as follows: 
1)  For CABE and partners to understand the policy landscape and how it relates to 

design for each Growth Point.  
2) To show the level of resources available to each area and whether or not they are 

sufficient to ensure good processes and good outcomes for the Growth 
Programme with regard to design quality.  

3)  To map masterplans and other site specific guidance and show connections and 
overlaps between them (see appendix 2). 

4)  To understand and clarify the role of different organisations and design support 
services.  
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5)  To form the basis of enabling work within the specific Growth Points and will also 
inform enabling work in other growth points areas. CABE also plans to use the 
outcome of this work to underpin a diagnostic visit to the Growth Points, enabling 
more tailored support for improving areas of identified weakness. 

 
1.5 In undertaking this work this list of stated aims and objectives has been used to 
form a list of key research questions that needed to be covered by the review.  It is the 
answers to these questions that form the basis of the report findings in section 3.  
 
Skills and resources 

Q1. What are the design skills and resources available to the local authorities? 
Q2. How are these skills and resources deployed in planning policy and decision 
making? 
Q3. Are these skills and resources adequate today and in relation to future growth? 

 
Quality of process and outcomes 

Q4. Does planning policy and guidance promote good design effectively? Now and 
into the future? 
Q5. Can good practice outcomes and outputs be identified within the area, that is 
examples either of good built design and placemaking or examples of good 
practice in masterplans/ design guidance/ design coding? 
Q6. Can good working practices and processes be identified within local 
authorities, within the growth point organisation and more widely? 

 
Other important factors 

Q7. Is there a commitment to and support for design within staff in local authorities, 
within each of the local authorities at a corporate and political level, within the 
growth point organisation and in the wider context? 
Q8. Are there needs/ opportunities for skills development and training? 
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SECTION 2 - Methodology 
2.1 The approach to this review has been based on four strands of work, each 
intended to provide key information about the Growth Point, its policy framework and the 
people and organisations that influence it.  These areas of work were: 
Work area 1:  Policy research, review and mapping; 
Work area 2:  Questionnaires to each of the Local and Unitary Authorities and County 

Council within each Growth Point; 
Work area 3:  Interviews with key individuals from within the Growth Point Authorities 

and other relevant organisations with a role in promoting design quality; 
and 

Work area 4:  Qualitative research into the actual and apparent importance of design 
issues within the Growth Point.  

 
2.2 These four areas of research/review have each involved specific tasks, carefully 
designed to provide useful information and evidence about the situation as it is now, and 
expectations of how things are expected to evolve into the future.  
 
2.3 Work area 1: The Policy research review and mapping involved: 
• Setting out a list of the current (saved and emerging) design policy documents of 

each Local Authority within each Growth Point and confirming this list with each 
Authority. The primary list was obtained from the Authorities websites 

• Reviewing the availability and accessibility of design policies through each 
Authorities website. For example how many ‘clicks’ to find the information and 
whether there is any visible mention of design being an important criteria for that 
area or district.  

• Reviewing the policy for each authority against good practice in relation to design 
and placemaking.  The CABE document “Making design policy work: how to deliver 
good design through your local development framework” (CABE 2005), was used 
as the basis of this review to ensure consistency and a clear baseline for the 
analysis.   

• Identifying area based policies that cover design related issues.  This has included 
reviewing this list with each Authority, sorting the policy documentation into groups 
e.g. masterplans, design guidance etc and then where possible mapping these 
onto a base map covering the whole growth point. The purpose of this element of 
the work is to see if there are any obvious gaps in area based design policy or 
major differences in the way this work is undertaken between authorities.  

 
2.4 Work area 2: As a way of obtaining both factual data and providing an 
understanding of perceptions of design issues within each Growth Point, two 
questionnaires (see appendix 3 and 4) were devised by Tibbalds and CABE and sent out 
to officers within various departments of each Authority.  Both questionnaires were 
issued by email in both PDF and WORD formats and designed to take no longer than 20 
minutes to complete.  
• The ‘Skills Base Questionnaire’ was intended to gather factual data about the 

numbers of design qualified or experienced staff and some of the processes that 
take place, particularly within Planning, in relation to design issues.  This was sent 
out by email to one identified individual with a design remit within each Authority.  
We worked closely with each contact to ensure that each authority submitted this 
information.  

• The ‘Design in the Planning System’ questionnaire was intended to elicit 
perceptions about how important design issues are within each Authority and how 
things work ‘on the ground’ at the current time.  This questionnaire was sent out by 
email to between 6 and 10 individual officers within each Authority, (as identified by 
the lead design officer who was assisting with the Skills Base Questionnaire). Their 
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brief was to identify a range of officers both in planning, regeneration and related 
departments, all of whom may have some experience of design issues. All 
respondents were given a minimum of 2 weeks to complete the questionnaire and 
reminders were sent to those that had not replied after about 2 weeks and they 
were given additional time.  Answers to these questionnaires are non-attributable 
to help ensure that respondents felt they could give an honest and open response.  

 
2.5 Work area 3: Interviews with key individuals (mostly with a design remit) and who 
have a relationship with each of the Growth Points were carried out, by means of one to 
one meetings and by telephone.  These followed a set of structured interview questions 
intended to ensure that key issues were covered in the discussion.  The issues covered 
included: 
• The perceived role and scope of the Growth Point Organisation,  
• The design potential of the Growth Point both now and in the future,  
• The importance of design within each of the Local Authorities in the Growth Point.   
Notes of these meetings were either typed up at the time or soon after each meeting.  
The questions used for the interviews are included in Appendix 5.  
 
2.6 Work area 4: In addition to these meetings other discussions and research took 
place with people who have a more peripheral role in the Growth Point.  These were 
generally organisations or agencies who were identified in the questionnaire responses 
as having been used or accessed by the respondents.  We also looked to gather 
information about design in the Growth Points from a number of sources.  
• Reviewing any Growth Point websites and published information in order to assess 

whether Design was clearly stated as a priority.   
• Reviewing a number of other organisations which provide design support in each 

area and where possible contacting them to understand their role and influence. 
• Undertaking a preliminary assessment of the coverage of design awards as an 

indicator of quality within each Growth Point area.  
• Identifying best practice processes, policy or outcomes.  
 
2.7 Following the gathering of the research data and undertaking the reviews Tibbalds 
have undertaken analysis of this data and presented it in a manner that is intended to 
allow simple interpretation of the content.  This is related back to the key research 
questions set out in paragraph 1.5.  
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SECTION 3 – KEY FINDINGS 
 
3.1 This section of the report sets out the findings of the review in relation to each of 
the key research questions and headings.  The answers to each question use 
information from all four of the work areas with the purpose of drawing out key strengths, 
weaknesses and areas if consensus or difference between the 11 Authorities that make 
up PUSH.  
 
Skills and resources 
Q1.  What are the design skills and resources available to the local authorities? 
3.2 The principal responsibility for design within each local authority lies in a range of 
positions, although generally within the planning department. Sometimes this is within 
development control and other times it is within a specialist ‘environmental design’ 
department or more closely aligned with planning policy.    
 
3.3 The number of specialist design related positions varies to some degree, but depends 
in part on how a variety of professional staff and roles are allocated between teams.  There 
is generally either a specialist ‘design’ team that provides advice to DC and other 
departments, or there are a range of skills and experience throughout the Planning (DC) 
teams.  
 
3.4 There is a lot of variety in the seniority of design skills or experience with some 
Authorities having skilled and experienced urban designers in management roles.  
 
3.5 The variety in the number of specific design related posts within Planning ranges 
from none, up to 5.  The County Council, because of its different role, has an extremely 
large number of design posts, but these are not directly related to planning as a 
regulatory function so are not directly comparable with the others.   
 
3.6 There was some variety in the responses as to whether Conservation Roles were 
also considered to be Design roles.  It is clear that within a number of authorities 
Conservation and Design roles are undertaken by the same personnel.  In some cases it 
has not been possible to identify whether these people also have design qualifications 
e.g. Architects. 
 
3.7 There is no obvious difference between the authorities number of qualified or 
experienced urban designers against the type of area they cover i.e. the City districts do 
not obviously operate differently from the more rural authorities.  
 
3.8 2 authorities identified a currently unfilled post, although 2 others identified that 
posts had only been recently filled after long recruitment drives.  One Authority has a 
newly vacant post that there is currently no proposal to replace directly but a plan to 
reallocate resources. 
 
Planning & 
Regeneration 
staff 

No of 
specialist 
design 
related 
positions 

Roles Professional 
qualifications 

No of staff 
experienced 
in design 
rather than 
qualified 

Roles 

East Hants 
District 
Council 

No 
specialist 
urban 
design 
positions 

-  3 with urban 
design diploma 
(Conservation 
Officer, Principal 
Landscape Officer 
and Area Planning 
Manager) 

4 or 5  DC Officers 

Eastleigh 
Borough 
Council 

5 + 3 other 
related 
positions 

Regeneration and 
Planning Policy Design 
Manager; Urban 

6 + 3 other 
(1 Architect, 1 
urban designer,   

- - 
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Designer; Architectural 
design/conservation 
officer; Landscape 
Architect; Urban 
Renaissance 
Coordinator.  Also 
Public Art Officer, 
Regeneration and 
Planning Policy Graphic 
Designer/Cartographer; 
and 3D CAD Designer. 

1 planner/urban 
designer,  
2 landscape 
architect/urban 
designer,  
1 landscape 
architect, and 3 
other) 

Fareham 
Borough 
Council 

< 1 in a day 
to day 
urban 
design role. 
But 2 
design 
related 
posts. 

Principal Planning 
Policy and Design 
Officer; and Landscape 
Architect 

2 (1 urban 
designer and 1 
landscape 
architect) 

1 plus others 
in DC 
(number not 
given) 

Conservation 
Officer plus 
Planners in DC 

Gosport 
Borough 
Council 

2 half time 
posts 

2 Conservation and 
design officers who 
spend half their time on 
design issues.  

No specific design 
qualifications 
except for 
elements of DipTP 
and Conservation 
courses 

Number not 
given but 
team benefits 
from staff with 
over 20 years 
experience of 
complex sites 
and 
masterplaning 

Within DC and 
Conservation 
and Design Unit 

Hampshire 
County 
Council 

100+ 
(although 
not in 
planning 
role) 

42 Architects; 9 
Architectural 
Technicians; 27 (8 + 
19) Landscape 
Architects and 7 (4 + 3) 
urban designers; and 2 
landscape 
Conservationists/ 
historic building 
specialists.  

100+ people with 
design 
qualification 
although not within 
regulatory 
(planning) capacity 

-  -  

Havant 
Borough 
Council 

3 Urban Design and 
Landscape Team 
Leader; Urban Design 
and Landscape 
Assistant; and Senior 
Urban Designer. 

1 urban designer 10+  DC Planners 
with varying 
levels of design 
experience 

New Forest 
District 
Council 

5 Urban Designer, 3 
Landscape Architects 
and 1 Architect 

5 (3 landscape 
architects, 1 urban 
designer/landscap
e architect and 1 
architect/conservat
ion architect) 

3 Head of 
Planning and 2 
no. DC Team 
Leaders 

Portsmouth 
City Council 

2 Conservation and 
Design Team Leader; 
and Urban Designer 
(Vacant) 

1 Urban Design 
Qualification 

Yes, no 
number given 

Some of the DC 
and project 
based planners 

Southampton 
City Council 

2.4 FTE Architect/Urban 
Designer; Landscape 
Architect/Urban 
Designer; and 
Planner/Urban 
Designer 

1 Architect/Urban 
designer; 1 
landscape 
architect/urban 
designer and 1 
planner/urban 
designer; (plus 1 
urban designer/ 
landscape 
designer and 11 
Architects in other 
Departments) 

4 Senior DC 
Planners  
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Test Valley 
Borough 
Council 

1 Design Officer 2 landscape 
architects, 2 
Conservation 
Officers and 1 
other design 
qualification 
(unspecified) 

5 DC Officers 

Winchester 
City Council 

<1 DC Manager (part of 
role only) 

2 Urban designers, 
1 Architect and 2 
landscape 
architects 

Yes, no 
number given 

Generally good 
level 
awareness of 
Design issues 
across DC 
team 

Table 1: Summary of design resources, qualification and skills within planning and regeneration 
departments. 
 
3.9 7 out of 11 authorities make use of external design resources with a number 
referring to CABE and ATLAS. One makes reference to SCAD and others to the use of 
external resources to provide design training.  The County Council has a framework 
panel for the external provision of urban design advice to its Estates function to support 
its dedicated in house team.  
 
3.10 All Authorities said that they made use of design panels, with many using local 
panels and making less frequent use of SERDP and CABE.  
 
Conclusion 
3.11 There would appear to be a significant disparity in design resources in some of the 
Authorities but this split is not necessarily to do with the type or location of Authority.  The 
use of design resources is provided in a variety of ways and in that it is sometimes 
provided by a dedicated ‘design’ team and in other places within mixed DC teams.   
 
3.12 However, 10 out of 11 of these authorities do have dedicated design resources and 
professionally qualified staff in post.  In some cases this represents a very small amount 
of dedicated officer time.  Many of the authorities rely heavily on well experienced staff 
with expertise gained over time.  
 
 
Q2.  How are these skills and resources deployed in planning policy and decision 
making? 
3.13 DEVELOPENT CONTROL: In all of the authorities, staff in design related positions 
are involved in development control.  In most cases this is principally focussing on major 
applications and depending on capacity, on other applications as well.   
 
3.14 In all local planning authorities the role includes involvement in discussions and 
negotiations and advising development control officers in pre-application work.  Post 
application the involvement generally continues with the design specialist commenting 
upon applications and reference to involvement in some meetings.  
 
3.15 From the Design in Planning Survey the responses confirmed that urban designers 
are usually involved in applications, focussing on major schemes. Sometimes this input is 
provided one-to-one to the DC Planner and in other cases they form part of a project 
‘team’.  TVBC does not currently provide this input as the post is vacant although the 
previous urban designer was actively involved.  EHDC has no urban design post but 
some of the planners have design qualifications and/or experience.  A number of 
respondents state that the level of input may not be as comprehensive as desirable and 
may not continue through the process as long as would be ideal i.e. stops after 
application submitted, or not involved for Reserved Matters stage.  
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3.16 CONSERVATION: In most of the authorities there is also an involvement in 
Conservation work, in addition to specialist conservation staff.  This element of the 
workload seems to be fairly equally resourced (with most authorities having around 2 - 
3.5 staff involved, although not necessarily for all of their time). 
 
3.17 PLANNING POLICY FORMULATION: In all of the authorities design resources are 
also involved in Planning Policy formulation.  In some cases this is as a consultee to draft 
policy and in others it involves formulating or being involved in the formulation of policy 
itself.  SCC states that whilst they do advise on policy formulation they have limited 
resources to do so.   Other authorities with limited design resources have limited time to 
spend inputting to policy.  
 
3.18 Area based policy and guidance is undertaken variably, but in most cases is seen 
as important work for this team.  HBC states that their design team are involved in 
producing design frameworks, masterplans and core strategy policies. EBC and WCC 
both state that they often employ Consultants to undertake this work.  
 
3.19 HIGHWAYS: The County Council, Highways departments of the Unitary Authorities 
(PCC and SCC), and some of the Local Authorities (on smaller schemes through an 
Agency Agreement) have a specific remit in relation to highways related development 
control and adoption, although this is generally not undertaken by anyone with a ‘design’ 
qualification, other than highways design.  EBC and SCC both involve urban designers in 
the Highways design process, usually on major schemes.  
 
3.20 PROCUREMENT: EHDC, EBC, HCC, NFDC, PCC SCC and TVBC all have some 
involvement in providing design advice to the procurement process.  This varies from 
occasional advice when requested (NFDC, SCC) to a dedicated in house/consultant 
design team (HCC) to a single architectural assistant within Estates/Property (EHDC).  
 
Conclusion 
3.21 Design specialists clearly have input into a variety of areas of work and a broad 
range of responsibilities within the local and unitary planning authorities. This tends to be 
focussed towards DC and is perceived as fairly weak in terms of input to policy 
formulation.  
 
3.22 When considering a growth scenario, planning policy formulation does, or should, 
involve strategic design decisions about the kind of place that is to be created, that is the 
spatial vision from Core Strategy onwards. The responses to the survey suggest that 
there is little specialist design input to the overall spatial vision, as opposed to writing 
specific policies.  This is likely to represent the involvement that there has been in 
relation to the old planning system, it is less likely to tell us about involvement in the new 
spatial planning system.  
 
 
Q3.  Are these skills and resources adequate today and in relation to future 
growth? 
Today 
3.23 Responses were split on this issue with about half stating that resources were 
adequate or to some extent adequate, but in many cases felt that they could be more 
effective with more resources.  The other half either made no comment or stated that 
resources are not currently adequate. Areas that were identified as losing out included 
policy formulation and both larger schemes and smaller schemes in different areas.  
 
3.24 Within each authority respondents were generally consistent about their view on 
resource adequacy with a few being strongly divided on their performance.  
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3.25 EBC, GBC and HBC were the most consistently positive about the adequacy of 
resources.  SCC were consistently concerned about under resourcing, and TVBC and 
WCC were also consistent that things were not currently adequate. GBC is in a position 
of uncertainty due to the a recent vacancy in an urban design post.  

  
3.26 The reasons given for design input being inadequate at times include: 

• Lack of resources/ time; 
• Work pressures and problem of people who have split UD and other roles; 
• Lack of availability/continuity/high level skills of staff; 
• Staff shortages focus time on fewer schemes; 
• Timescale for delivery of planning decisions inadequate; 
• Developers not believing in design, uphill struggle; 
• Disagreements about what is good design; and  
• Lack of appreciation for design issues at higher levels of management. 
 

3.27 Suggested improvements to the skills and resource base and their use include:  
• More cooperation between DC and policy; 
• Stronger design policies and SPD/greater courage to refuse poor design; 
• Closer cooperation with highways; 
• Train more planners in urban design basics; 
• Training for both officers and members; 
• Provide a greater sharing of experience between authorities; 
• More in house urban design resource; 
• Greater use of external consultants; 
• Allow sufficient time for developing good design proposals; 
• A more proactive approach to larger schemes; and  
• More wide spread publicity for good local examples.  

 
In future growth 
3.28 The interviews, and in a few cases the questionnaires, provided some perceptions 
about the adequacy of local authority skills and resources in future growth.  They are by 
their nature unrepresentative, but may provide some insights or issues from the 
perspective of certain key individuals.   
 
3.29 Many of the interviewees felt that it was too early to tell whether the policy that was 
being put in place now would be adequate for the future.  The will appears to be there in 
many areas to support good design and placemaking but whether this will make it 
through the process and be effective is not yet clear.  
 
3.30 A couple of authorities have recent experience of larger scale ‘growth’ through both 
policy and DC processes (WCC and HBC for example at West of Waterlooville which 
was cited as a good example by a number of interviewees). At the same time it was felt 
that, in general, there was little overlap and contact between design skills, which means 
in particular that these skills are not currently being shared with those who may need to 
learn from this experience in the future.  EHDC is also involved in large scale 
masterplanning projects at Whitehill/Bordon although this is outside of the PUSH area.  
 
3.31 Several interviewees felt that it is still unclear what development the ‘growth point’ 
is seeking to influence and were unsure whether it is just about large housing and 
employment schemes identified in the SEP or whether it is (or ought to be) also about 
urban and other infill sites.  It is not clear what definition PUSH have placed on this issue.  
 
3.32 Interviewees also questioned whether in house staff in local authorities have the 
right skills sets for promoting high quality growth or whether they have experience of 
managing external consultants to advise them.  There is little recent experience of 
delivering growth on this scale in the growth point or in most of the individual authorities.  
The County Council has experience promoting larger scale development on their own 
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land and this could also be useful experience to the growth point, that at the moment is 
not shared with other authorities within PUSH.  
 
 
Conclusion 
3.33 There is a general view that although there are design resources in place in nearly 
all of the authorities that in many cases these are not adequate for the scope and extent 
of tasks that are needed to be influenced, in particular in the emerging planning policy 
context.  There is also no clear link between either the extent of resource and 
perceptions of its adequacy, although in a number of cases these do correlate.  Higher 
expectations of the potential that urban design can have to the process may also be a 
factor in perceived under performance in some areas.  
 
3.34 However, the skills sets and resources of today may not be sufficient in a growth 
scenario and it would appear that little work has so far been done in terms of working out 
how resources, experience and skills can be more effectively identified or shared or how 
much is required.  It would seem likely that funding for external consultants, and 
consideration of how to make best use of their skills, is likely to be required.   
 
 
Quality of process and outcomes 
Q4. Does planning policy and guidance promote good design effectively? Now and 
into the future? 
3.35 The policy framework for PUSH comes from the South East Plan (SEP) and the 
individual Authorities Core Strategies and LDF’s of each of the 10 Authorities (i.e. 
excluding HCC).  It is not clear if there is any joint working between the authorities at this 
level (although EBC identified an emerging strategy for the joint production of design 
guidance and sustainable construction approaches), and the input of the Growth Point 
itself to this process (below the SEP) is not clear.  
 
3.36 The current policy framework is provided by the saved policies of the 10 different 
Local Plans and Unitary Development Plans and the Hampshire Structure Plan.  All of 
these documents will be out of date within a few years and do not generally reflect 
current best practice in terms of design related policies.   
 
3.37 None of the emerging Core Strategies/Local Development Frameworks are at a 
point (in the Autumn of 2008) where they can be assessed for effectiveness as design 
policy.  
 
3.38 The review of existing policy against the criteria in ‘Making Design Policy Work’ 
shows that, unsurprisingly, none of the current LP’s or UDP’s meet best practice criteria 
in relation to design policy.   It is acknowledged that the County has an entirely different 
role in relation to the Structure plan and for this reason this has not been included in this 
review.  
 
3.39 In general the saved policies of the UDP’s and LP’s do cover part of most of the 
key areas of design policy (design process, movement, open space, urban form and 
scale, public realm, mixed uses and tenure, historic environment and conservation, and 
architecture) but they do this in a patchy and poorly integrated way that is often 
concerned more with technical requirements rather than high level and overarching 
concern for high quality places or with setting out clear guidance on what is considered 
important for any one place or development.  
 
3.40 They generally perform better in: 
• The design process, (in that they make reference to the need for briefs and plans, and 

the consideration of context);  
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• The Local Character (most areas say it is important although few say how and what 
should be done about it.  EBC, HBC and WCC set out more clearly the areas of 
special character and what their special characteristics are); and 

• Historic environment and Conservation. 
 
3.41 And less well in terms of: 
• Public realm and open space (seen as generalistic although sometimes supplemented 

with further detail in SPD etc); 
• Connections, movement and inclusive design (policy is seen as about technical 

movement issued and not a qualitative design issue); 
• Architecture (lots of variety with some making no reference at all of a need for 

buildings of architectural quality);  
• Urban form and scale (although covered generally there is little information beyond 

requiring that development should be ‘appropriate’);  
• Mixed use and tenure (HBC and NFDC have no policy on this issue, many are weak, 

and EBC and FBC both support a good practice approach); and 
• Landscape and biodiversity (lack of integration of the issues or using existing site 

character to influence proposals).  
 
3.42 The review of the saved policies and SPD has shown that the older policies are 
generally weaker in terms of requiring design quality, although the most recent local 
plans and UDP’s to be adopted perform better than those that are older.  
 
3.43 The preparation of site based or area-wide guidance is an indicator of whether a 
local planning authority is being pro-active in setting out its aspirations, vision and 
requirements for key development sites or areas.  Our mapping exercise (in appendix 2) 
shows that all of the authorities have some area based guidance (SPD) in place, but that 
the amount, age and coverage varies considerably.  EBC and WCC both have a 
reasonably current list of area based documents, whilst others, such as FBC and EHDC 
have generally older documents.   
 
3.44 As would be expected most of the area/site based guidance is concentrated in 
urban or more highly developed areas and also in areas of recent growth.    
 
3.45 Survey respondents had mixed views about whether their design policies were 
clear and widely understood within the organisation.  Generally, it is felt that they are 
clearly understood within planning but possibly less so elsewhere in the organisation. 
There is a view amongst a reasonable percentage of respondents that design is not that 
great a priority outside of their department and other pressures take over, especially 
delivery.  One respondent from EHDC thought that whilst it is understood within planning, 
[design] is not one of the Council’s key objectives.  
 
3.46 Most respondents felt that their design based policies are prominent and available 
to applicants, although many acknowledged that them being ‘available’ and 
‘distinguishable’ from all the other policies and information is not the same thing.  There 
is a lot if information for applicants to take in and it is not clear whether design would 
come out as an important consideration in many of the authorities.  
 
3.47 We assessed where design policy was located on Council websites and how it was 
signposted as an indicator of its availability and prominence.  By this simple test, EHDC, 
FBC, EBC and GBC did well and HCC, HBC, TVBC, WCC, PCC and SCC did less well, 
often requiring more mouse clicks and a greater level of understanding of the structure of 
‘design policy’ to find things.  In general, the search facilities of Council websites are not 
an effective way of locating design policy.  
 
3.48 Respondents to the Design in Planning survey generally felt that their authority had 
planning policies in place to promote good design and placemaking and referenced Local 
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Plan policies, although a range of other documents/development of various types were 
also cited as representing good practice, including for instance: 

• West of Waterlooville MDA Design Coding (WCC/HBC); 
• NFDC Design SPD; 
• Andover MDA Design Coding (TVBC, outside of PUSH area); 
• Development Brief for Mount Development, Bishopstoke (EBC); 
• Havant TC Urban Design Framework (HBC); 
• Residential urban character appraisals (EBC); 
• John Pounds Development (PCC); 
• Merton Rise Urban Extension suite of documents (HCC, outside of PUSH area) 

and; 
• Peters Road SPD  (FBC).   

 
3.49 Several of the GBC, PCC and SCC respondents did not think that there were any 
good practice documents or policies that they could name.  

 
3.50 However, the majority of respondents felt that policy was effectively used and 
implemented by officers, with a number raising concerns about its use by the public and 
applicants being poor. One respondent felt that Members would have a different view 
about how effective it is, but didn’t say how.  
 
3.51 The quality of planning applications is an indicator of whether policy and guidance 
are promoting quality, although other factors also have a strong impact.  The 
respondents to the survey mostly thought that applications were of average to poor 
quality.  Most cited developers low expectations, a market (profit) approach and low 
commitment to design.  Applications of a high standard were reported to be “few and far 
between”.  Some stated that applications improve through the pre-app process, get 
through (by ticking boxes) and then get whittled down again.  
 
3.52 There appeared to be no difference in the perceptions of the quality of applications 
between urban, suburban and rural authorities.  
 
Issues for future growth 
3.53 Interviewees identified key issues as being: 

• Little evidence that current policies are producing good design and placemaking; 
• Lack of seeing the bigger picture as to how design policies interrelate and 

promote good placemaking at the strategic level as well as the local level;    
• lack of site specific guidance as opposed to generic policy in current policy 

framework; 
• lack of joint policy making – do the districts share a consistent vision?; 
• Lack of clarity in the purpose, content and understanding of policy for applicants 

and the general public; 
• Not seeing every planning decision/policy as adding to the overall quality or 

perception of the area; and 
• Few practical tools about how to use and interpret generalistic design policy. 

 
Conclusion 
3.54 There is an important potential issue in relation to existing policy in that most 
respondents consider that current design policy is adequate and clearly available and yet 
do not think that planning applications or schemes are good enough. This may point to 
specific weaknesses in the clarity, role and communication of design policy in the current 
system or to higher level concerns about the priority of design.  In terms of the growth 
point the key problem seems to be the lack of joined up thinking and cross authority 
working or sharing of experience or ideas.  
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Q5. Can good practice outcomes and outputs be identified within the area, that is 
examples either of good built design and placemaking or examples of good 
practice in masterplans/ design guidance/ design coding? 

Places 
3.56 A number of national, regional and local awards schemes operate in the PUSH 
sub-region.  
 
3.57 The national award winners within the PUSH area in the past 4 years are as 
follows:   
• Hythe Promenade won a Civic Trust Award in 2008 (NB: other years information not 

currently available); and 
• The Chapel Development in Southampton has been awarded a Building for Life Gold 

Award (one of only 25 across the Country). 
 
3.58 In the past three years, two projects received RIBA Regional Awards, both based 
in urban areas within PUSH.  
• Aspex Gallery, Portsmouth (Glen Howells Architects) - 2007 
• Student Services Building, Southampton (Nicholas Hare Architects) – 2007 
 
3.59 The following schemes have won Housing Design Awards in the past 4 years: 
• Gosport Railway Station (project winner 2008) 
• Glen Eyre Student residences, Southampton (short listed scheme 2007) 
• Chapel, Southampton (completed scheme winner 2006).  
 
3.60 It should be noted that a greater number of award winning schemes are located 
within Local Authorities that fall partly within the PUSH area, even though in these cases 
the projects themselves are outside of it.  The majority of these schemes are in or around 
Winchester.  
 
3.61 In addition, local award schemes operate in Portsmouth (run by the Portsmouth 
Society), Havant (run by HBC), and Fareham (run by FBC).   
 
3.62 Very few of the respondents reported suggesting or promoting schemes into either 
local, regional or national awards schemes with many stating that nothing was thought to 
be of sufficient quality.  PCC seemed to be the most positive with all respondents being 
aware of the local awards scheme and some having put schemes forward.  
 
3.63 None of the respondents identified good practice examples of built development 
within their Authority (only Merton Rise in Basingstoke was named and this is outside of 
the PUSH area).  
 
3.64 These findings may possibly be a result of a perception that examples of good 
design to date are unrelated to or have little influence on wider placemaking issues. 
 
3.65 In terms of awareness of the outcomes of the planning process both EBC and 
NFDC run formal reviews of completed schemes, and FBC and TVBC have a more 
informal review arrangement. Others felt it was something they wanted to do or should be 
doing.  
 
Good practice 
3.66 In terms of identifying good examples of masterplans and design guidance, these 
were mostly area based guidance, and to a lesser extent generic guidance.   

• West of Waterlooville MDA Design Coding (WCC/HBC); 
• Andover MDA Design Coding (TVBC, although outside of PUSH); 
• Development Brief for Mount Development, Bishopstoke (EBC); 
• Havant TC Urban Design Framework (HBC); 
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• John Pounds Development (PCC); 
• Merton Rise Urban Extension suite of documents (HCC, although outside of 

PUSH); 
• Peters Road SPD  (FBC).   
• Residential urban character appraisals (EBC); 
• NFDC Design SPD; 

 
Interview responses 
3.67 Interviewees suggested there were some good local examples of places and good 
practice.  Several respondents named: 

• West of Waterlooville MDA (at post planning, pre construction stage); and 
• Chapel, Southampton. 

 
3.68 Others also named: 

• Knowle Village, South of Wickham; 
• Lumpy Lane, Southampton; 
• Jersey Close, Southampton;  
• Silver Hill, Winchester (outside of PUSH); and 
• “smaller projects”. 

 
3.69 Whiteley (in FBC) was cited by several interviewees as being a bad example of a 
new place, although it was acknowledged by one that people seem to like living there.  

 
3.70 Interviewees were concerned about the recent fashion for high density flats that do 
not relate to their context and appear to have been ‘parachuted’ in. 
 
Conclusion 
3.71 The results show that relatively few schemes within the PUSH area are of high 
enough quality to be awarded regional or national design awards.  
 
3.72 The responses show a lack of awareness of good places being created within the 
area, or possibly a lack of confidence in putting forward suggestions.  This suggests 
there is scope to extend the use of recent local examples as a basis for local learning 
across the growth point, both to improve future practice and to celebrate achievements to 
date.  We are aware that some authorities are doing this to some extent on their own 
area already.   
 
3.73 There is also a lack of good practice generic guidance covering locally based 
issues and character across the majority of the PUSH sub-region.   
 
 
Q6. Can good working practices and processes be identified within local 
authorities, within the growth point organisation and more widely? 

Within local authorities: 

Day to day working practice 
3.74 Although there was no specific survey question relating to day to day working 
practices, a number of aspects of good practice were highlighted in the various survey 
responses.  For instance: 

• All local planning authorities referred to pre-application discussions and 
negotiations with virtually all involving a design professional wherever possible; 

• All local planning authorities referred to post-application discussions and 
negotiations although there seems to be slightly less involvement once 
something has become an application, it is more ‘if asked’; and 
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• Some authorities find that a specialist design team approach works well, others 
follow a dedicated project team approach, and others rely on the design skills and 
experience of DC officers. 

 
3.75 When asked if the design input to the planning process is influential and effective, 
the responses varied but many pointed towards a lack of consistency, a sense of 
disappointment and a lack of resources holding back what is possible.  A number raised 
concern that design is just ‘one’ of the influences on a scheme and not always seen as a 
fundamental requirement.  Others were positive about their influence and effectiveness, 
think that schemes are “considerably improved” by the process, and that the most 
influence is made at the Pre-application stage.  HCC respondents were all positive, but 
are not generally undertaking a regulatory ‘planning’ role.  
 
Reference to Design Panels 
3.76 The use of design panels within the PUSH area is focussed quite strongly at the 
local level with only a handful of schemes being reviewed by either CABE or SERDP 
over the past 5 years.  The use of SERDP in particular is highlighted as being very low 
and that this important regional skill base is therefore underutilised.  
 
3.77 Local Architects Panels exist in a number of the authorities within the PUSH region 
including Southampton, Fareham, Havant and Portsmouth. These panels by their very 
nature are likely to have a more informed understanding of local issues but also 
potentially mean that the Authorities are missing out on wider cross fertilisation and sub-
regional and national context.  
 
3.78 Most respondents to the survey were aware of CABE Design Review and SERDP 
although none had any direct experience of the CABE Panel.  SERDP is mentioned 
positively a number of times, by all those who stated they had direct experience of it.  
Those who had direct experience of Design Panels found them useful.  
 
 
Reference to sources of external best practice  
3.79 The skills base survey response indicated that development control staff in some of 
the Authorities use a variety of national tool kits to help them in determining applications, 
including Building for Life, Movement and Access for Streets and Spaces (HCC guidance 
currently under review), as well as local examples, such as EBC Urban Character 
Appraisals, Landscape Checklist for Local Authorities within Hampshire, Emerging HBC 
Borough Design Guide and SCC City Design Guide.  A few authorities make little formal 
use of best practice or toolkits.  
 
3.80 However, the perception survey showed that the majority of the respondents had 
no experience of the use of Building for Life within their authority although they 
understood it may be used by others.   Many stated that it was in the process of being 
introduced.   
 
3.81 Most survey respondents were aware of Manual for Streets and felt that it was 
starting to have a positive influence on design potential and the approach of Highways 
Officers.  Several respondents identified an issue of how committed highways officers are 
to following best practice guidance – Generally it was felt that it would be too early for 
any impact to show yet. 
 
3.82 Around half the respondents to the perception survey identified external best 
practice documents that they used, as follows: 
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Documents Respondents (total of 37, with multiple 
selection possible) 

CABE Creating Successful Masterplans 13 
CABE Creating Excellent Buildings 9 
CABE Actions for Housing Growth 4 
CABE Making Design Policy Work 6 
Other CABE guidance 1 Design at a Glance 

1 Protecting Design Quality  
2 Building for Life 
1 Design and Access Statements 

By Design 22 
Urban Design Compendium 16 
Better Places to Live, by Design 22 
SEEDA Sustainability Checklist 6 
Others Where we live: A guide book to Urban 

Design 
Hampshire Landscape Checklist 
The Sustainable Neighbourhood 
Manual for Streets 
Biodiversity by Design 
Going to Town (DLTR) 
Urban Design Guidance (UDG) 
Places Homes People (EP) 
NPFA Standards 
Image of the City (Kevin Lynch) 

Table 2: The use of good practice documents 
 
Monitoring and feedback 
3.83 Just over half of the respondents undertake some form of monitoring with both 
EBC and NFDC undertaking this relatively formally and in NFDC’s case this is 
undertaken with Members. Several authorities did not respond on this question and one 
interpreted it as a compliance issue.   
 
3.84 No mention was made of the forthcoming qualitative BfL audits being introduced to 
meet CLG monitoring requirements.   
 
Design awareness raising 
3.85 Local design awards are a means of raising awareness and the profile of good 
design. Less than half ot the Authorities (Portsmouth, Havant and Fareham) run local 
awards schemes.   
 
3.86 HCC states a key aim as influencing positively the quality of masterplanning, 
design and placemaking for all development within Hampshire.  This is demonstrated 
both through their award winning Architecture for schools and other public buildings as 
well as that promoted on their own land.  This will necessarily be within other Local 
Planning Authority areas although Planning Applications for ‘operational’ uses e.g. 
schools are normally undertaken through a Regulation 3 Application to the County 
Council with the LPA as a consultee.  
 
Drawing upon wider resources 
3.87 Respondents identified that they had made use of wider resources such as CABE, 
RTPI, UDG or the Architecture Centres (KAC and SCAD).  Although a number of other 
resources are available only these were mentioned in response to the specific questions 
asked. 
 
At Growth Point level or working relationships between different authorities 
3.88 At the Growth Point level much of the working has been at the strategic level and is 
not generally at the point of including the full range of officers.  The method of working in 
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developing the Growth Point uses lead officers from across the authorities, working 
together in theme based groups.  This means that the groups themselves have a positive 
working relationship but it is not clear how much working goes on across the groups.  
 
3.89 There appears to be no area wide guidance, design promotion or policy at the 
Growth Point level.  
 
Conclusion 
3.90 Within each local authority there are examples of good working practices and 
processes with more examples in the better resourced local authorities and probably the 
potential for experience of these to be shared and lessons to be learned.  
 
3.91 There may be opportunities for a joint approach to some initiatives, such as awards 
schemes or monitoring via BfL, which could potentially reduce duplication of workloads 
and free up design resources as well as promoting the design priority of the Growth Point 
Organisation (PUSH).  
 
3.92 The use of external sources of best practice is limited.  However this may be due to 
pressure on resources rather than for other reasons such as lack of awareness.   
 
 
Other important factors 
Q7. Is there a commitment to and support for design within staff in local 
authorities, within each of the local authorities at a corporate and political level, 
within the growth point organisation and in the wider context? 

Within local authority staff 
3.93 All respondents to the perception survey identified good design and placemaking 
as being part of their job, and some interpreted this in their response, including: 

• Design not being separate to planning, it should be viewed holistically; 
• As an influencer (e.g. over RSL design, or planning applications); 
• As part of a team, taking advice from colleagues;  
• In providing an effective policy basis as the starting point for good design; and 
• Through running the Councils Conservation and Design Awards scheme. 
 

3.94 Specific barriers to good design and placemaking were: 
• Lack of understanding of the special characteristics of the ‘place’; 
• Ignorance of what is good design; 
• Inexperienced DC officers; 
• resources, procedures, costs (amongst others).   

 
3.95 In terms of what could be done to support good design, a number of suggestions 
related to staff: 

• Education/ training - improvement of skills and understanding – particularly UD 
basics for DC staff. 

• Appropriate staffing – appropriate designers in design teams, strengthening 
team, in some cases just having an in house urban designer. 

 
Within local authorities at corporate and political level 
3.96 The survey asked whether respondents felt that their organisation promotes a 
design led approach to planning and regeneration and whether they felt it to be a 
corporate priority.   
Response to this varied with quite a few believing it to be a priority in theory that was not 
always followed through into practice.  
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3.97 The two respondents from EHDC were divided on this issue, but even the negative 
view thought things were moving “more in that direction through the LDF process and 
work being carried out as part of the Whitehill Bordon Opportunity” (An Ecotown outside 
of the PUSH area).  
 
3.98 EBC respondents were generally positive, and related design to the corporate 
priority of “Quality of the Environment”.  Concerns related to things getting compromised 
at implementation and the myriad of other issues that also have to be considered. 
 
3.99 FBC respondents did not think Design was a Corporate priority, or not sufficiently 
so.  
 
3.100 GBC, HCC, HBC and NFDC were all positive about the priority of design with only 
a few reservations, sometimes related to following things through to practice.  
 
3.101 PCC respondents were split with some believing it was a strong corporate priority 
and others not thinking it was at all.  SCC and TVBC respondents were generally positive 
but though that the priority was more on delivery (of both applications and development) 
than on design.  WCC respondents were also generally positive but saw it as something 
that was not applied in all cases. 
 
3.102 Design Champions are an indicator of the commitment to design. We understand 
from interviews that all of the local authorities have Design Champions, and that most of 
these are Members and some are Officers.  Concern about the proactiveness and 
effectiveness of the current Design Champion programme was raised in a number of the 
interviews. 
  
3.103 When asked about the main barriers to achieving good design and placemaking,  

• Member involvement and conservatism; 
• Political uncertainty means that unpopular decisions are not made; 
• Lack of understanding of good design by decision makers (Members); 

 
3.104 Corporate and political issues were raised in relation to what more could be done 
to support good design and placemaking, and these included: 

• Education of elected Members in understanding and recognising good design; 
• Cross sub-region political support for good quality urban design; 
• Senior politicians taking the role of design champion; and 
• “A planning committee that does not compromise in its demands for excellence”. 

 
3.105 The extent to which good design is a corporate priority will be reflected in a 
Council’s activities other than planning and regeneration, in particular where it procures 
design or development.  Within PUSH these services (Education, Adult Services etc) 
generally lie at County level (HCC) where design as a priority is considered to be very 
strong, but the other providers in the Unitary Authorities (SCC and PCC) did not get a 
very favourable response on this issue.  Some of the Local Authorities undertake 
landscape and other similar implementation, which was not generally referred to (except 
PCC and GBC).  
 
 
Within the Growth Point organisation, or in relationships between different 
authorities 
5.106 The PUSH website will be an indicator of how important design quality and 
placemaking are for the growth point, and will certainly indicate its relative importance to 
any visitor.  The PUSH Website gives a clear view of an economically focussed 
organisation.  There are almost no references to design or urban design on the website 
at all and none at a level that would establish it as a clear priority.  
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5.107 It is not clear whether the Joint Committee formed as part of PUSH has any 
intention or desire to control or influence the quality of design or placemaking within the 
sub region. 
 
5.108 It is also clear that the role, remit and scope of PUSH is not clear to both officers 
within the authorities and other individuals in a range of roles with a relationship to it.  
 
In the wider context 
Other influences 
5.109 Other barriers to good design and placemaking include: 

• Community engagement and capacity; and 
• The need for continuity within PUSH on urban design and placemaking issues. 

 
Interviewee’s perceptions 
5.110 Interviewees’ perceptions varied about the degree of support and commitment to 
design quality: 

• Probably not a high priority, as focus is economic development and growth; 
• It is increasingly a priority and higher on the agenda; 
• Patchy within PUSH, level of resources not necessarily indicative of support for 

good design; 
• The Quality Places group within PUSH is helping it to become more of a priority; 

and 
• Some authorities see design as an ‘add on’. 
 

They felt that potential barriers include: 
• No collective understanding of what placeshaping is; 
• Credit crunch issues at the moment; 
• The idea that good design costs more; 
• No commitment from housebuilders for quality design; 
• Planning committees understanding of what is good design; 
• Mis match at the political level between sub-regional and national politics; 
• No understanding that design quality can be influenced by political leadership; 
• No level playing field from one site to another and one authority to another; and 
• PUSH is a collective, if one authority doesn’t want to join in there is basically 

nothing that can be done about it.  
 

Conclusion 
5.111 There is clearly potential to raise the level of support for and appreciation of design 
quality and placemaking at all levels within local authorities, amongst officers generally 
(non design specialists) and at a corporate and political level.  The survey suggests that 
amongst the local planning authorities, this support is weaker in some boroughs than in 
others and these are usually those that may have less development in any event.  The 
County is also identified as high in support for good design.  There may also be conflicts 
over different interests that need to be addressed, potentially through awareness raising 
and training, if all parties are to share a consensus as to what constitutes quality in 
design and placemaking.  PUSH needs to be much clearer whether it thinks design and 
place making are a priority or not? 
 
5.112 However, it needs to be recognised that significant barriers to support for design 
quality lie outside the local authorities, at government level in terms of expectations of 
delivery and funding, in the wider development industry and in the expectation and 
aspirations of the public.   
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Q8. Are there needs/ opportunities for skills development and training? 

5.113 All except one of the local planning authorities identified participation in design 
related training and CPD activities (one gave no answer).   
 
5.114 The Solent Centre of Architecture and Design (SCAD) is currently setting up urban 
design training for all authorities within PUSH thorough HIPOG (Hampshire and Isle of 
Wight Planning Officers Group).   
 
5.115 EHDC, EBC and WBC both identify regular in-house training as part of their 
provision.  FBC and SCC currently say that they operate no training.  Limited extent of 
the following forms of training were identified by the authorities: 
• Conferences and conventions; 
• Study tours; 
• Day release courses (RTPI run, and other urban design courses; 
• CABE Seminars; and 
• Some use of external specialist trainers. 
 
5.116 One interviewee mentioned that the Academy of Sustainable Communities 
programme ‘Raising Our Game’ attended by a range of individuals involved in PUSH had 
been worthwhile and had helped with identifying shared objectives.  
 
5.117 The barriers identified to good design included skills, and the measures suggested 
to provide better support included education of staff, Members and the public (see 
section 7 above).   
 
Conclusion 
5.118 Although the use of training at the moment is patchy it would appear that the SCAD 
training will at least ensure that in the future a common programme of training will be 
undertaken by designers and planners within each of the authorities.  Providing more 
skills development and training in design, both at officer and Member level, is clearly 
identified as being an area where more support would enhance design quality.   
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SECTION 4 – Key issues 
 
4.1  Taking the initial conclusions from the findings set out in section 3 and the 
knowledge of wider design objectives and parameters for PUSH the following key issues 
have been identified: 
• PUSH needs to strengthen and reinforce the priority it gives to design and place 

making as a fundamental element of economic growth and prosperity. 
• PUSH needs to clearly define their approach towards joint working across the 

authorities in terms of both shared vision and resources.  
• There need to be more outward signs that design and placemaking are important. 

Developers, residents, businesses and others need to know this up front.  
• Mechanisms for ensuring consistency of approach and a clear message need to be 

developed.  
• The low expectations of what it is possible to deliver in terms of quality and design in 

the PUSH sub region need to be addressed.  Too much poor quality design  is being 
accepted by a system that is not confident enough to say no.  

• Work is needed in terms of design training for Council Members involved in decision 
making.  They need to understand that assessing design is not a subjective issue 
about style but is about assessing design objectively. 

• The Design Champions need to have stronger role in promoting high quality places, 
this programme may need to be reassessed.  

• The wide variety in the availability of design resources within planning and 
regeneration departments needs to be understood as numbers can but don’t 
necessarily mean higher quality output.  Generally the numbers of resources are low 
and this does have a detrimental affect on outputs.  There is a difficulty attracting 
suitably qualified and experienced designers into the Local Authorities.  

• It is not yet possible to tell whether Planning Policy is adequate to achieve good 
design and place making within the sub-region as emerging LDF’s are not yet at an 
appropriate stage for assessment.  

• Design Review Panels may not be being used effectively with not enough emphasis 
being placed at the regional or sub-regional level.   

• Develop clear protocols for ensuring that experienced urban designers and planners 
are involved in major applications and where possible follow projects through the 
planning process. 

• There may be a strong benefit in undertaking annual monitoring reviews of what is 
being developed and whether this meets design and placemaking expectations.  

• Much existing design based policy is strong on high level requirements for good 
places but is not robustly underpinned by area based plans and clear visions for good 
places.  A requirement for good design needs to be embedded at all levels. 

• Work is needed in terms of what good design means.  The misconception that it is 
necessarily about cost needs to be changed.  Design needs to be value driven and 
about creating places people want to live in and enjoy.   

• Need to be clear what scale and type of development falls under the ‘growth point’ 
and how this will be decided. Is it only about SDA’s and large scale employment or is 
it also about brownfield and infill development? 
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SECTION 5 – CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 The overall conclusions of this review are that whilst the local authorities in PUSH 
are quite mixed, use a range of methods and resources to support design they do at least 
all recognise that good design is a necessary part of the planning process.  However, it is 
also clear that there is a lack of design resources going into policy making generally and 
particularly in terms of supporting good places consistently throughout the process. 
 
5.2 In terms of the PUSH organisation more work needs to be done to define its role in 
good place making so that all authorities, developers, landowners, residents and 
employers are clear what its expectations and approach will be to achieving its objectives 
as a Growth Point.  The more coordinated and inclusive this is as a strategy the more 
successful it is likely to be and the earlier this is fed into the process the easier it will be 
to establish.  
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GROWTH POINTS DESIGN INFRASTRUCTURE REVIEW
PUSH - POLICY OVERVIEW UPDATE
Authority Local Plan Adopted DPD Position
East 
Hampshire 
District 
Council

The East Hampshire 
District Local Plan: 
Second Review, adopted 
March 2006 

Core Strategy I&O consultation extended to May 2008. Development 
Options (was Preferred Options) was expected late 2008 but this has 
slipped and now expected May-June 2009. LDS is under review and 
approval is expected March 2009. SCI was adopted at full council 27th 
June 2007, in effect from 30th July 2007. AMR Dec 07.

Eastleigh 
Borough 
Council

Eastleigh Borough Local 
Plan Review (2001-
2011), Adopted May 
2006

Core Strategy Options Consultation expected summer 2009. A full timetable  
should be available following the review of the LDS that is expected late 
Feb-March 2009. Development Control Policies DPD will be commenced 
Jan 2010, I&O expected Feb-July 2010, Preferred Options expected Nov-
Dec 2010. The Submission to Sectretary of State April 2011 and 
Examination Oct 2011. Adoption expected June 2012. The SCI was 
adopted July 2006.

Fareham 
Borough 
Council

The Local Plan Review 
was adopted in March 
2000

Core Strategy Further Preferred Options was expected July – August 2008 
but this has slipped. The LDS is under review and is expected to be 
submitted to Government Office mid February 09 and approval mid – late 
March 09. Development Control Policies DPD has been abandoned and will 
form part of the CS.Site allocations DPD Issues and Options consultation 
ended March 08.  SCI adopted April 2006.

Gosport 
Borough 
Council

Local Plan Review, 
Adopted 17 May 2006.

Core Strategy Preferred Options expected late spring 2009 but no firm 
dates available. A full timetable should ne available following the LDS 
review that is awaiting approval. This is expected late Feb-March 2009. The 
SCI was adopted July 2007.

Hampshire 
County 
Council

Hampshire County 
Structure Plan Adopted 
in March 2000.

South East Plan: The Secretary of State published Proposed Changes to 
the draft Regional Spatial Strategy on 17 July 2008. Consultation on the 
changes ended on 24 October 2008.The final version of the Plan is 
expected in early 2009.

Havant 
Borough 
Council

Havant Borough District-
Wide Local Plan (Saved 
Policies) Adopted 
September 2005

The Core Strategy is under review and Consultation Regulation 25 is 
expected May-June 2009 but a full timetable should be available following 
the LDS review -approval expected Feb-March 2009.  The SCI was 
adopted Oct 2006.

New Forest 
District 
Council

New Forest District Local 
Plan First Alteration, 
adopted in August 2005

Core Strategy Public Examination in June-July 2009. Adoption expected 
Nov 2009. The DC Policies DPD has had slippages with the timetable. The 
LDS is being revised and expected to be available mid Feb-March 2009. No 
firm dates available. The SCI was adopted June 2006.

Portsmouth 
City Council

Local Plan review, 
adopted Nov 2005

Core Strategy and Development Contol DPD Preferred Options Dec-Feb 
2009, submission to the Secretary of State expected March-April 2009 but 
this has slipped considerable and now expected March-April 2010. The 
LDS has been revised and is expected to be submitted to the Government 
Office before end Dec 2008. The SCI was adopted April 2006.

Southampton 
City Council

City of Southampton 
Local Plan Review, 
Adopted March 2006. 

Core Strategy submission consultation Dec 2008 - Feb 2009. City Centre 
Action Plan expected to be adopted July 2011.  Allocations DPD - expected 
to be adopted Sept 2011. Development Control Policies DPD expected late 
2009 due to delays in the CS. A revised LDS is expected to be available 
March 2009. The SCI was adopted Sept 2006.

Test Valley 
Borough 
Council

The Borough Local Plan, 
Adopted in 1996. The 
review plan was formally 
Adopted by the Council 
June 2006.

Presubmission consultation on the Core Strategy Dec 2008. Submission to 
Secretary of State is expected end of Feb 2009. Examination expected April 
2009, adoption expected Dec 2009. The Council is aware that the LDS 
needs to be review but is unable to confirm when this will happen due to 
work being done on the CS. The SCI was adopted Aug 2006. 

Winchester 
City Council

The Local Plan Revew 
was adopted in July 
2006.

Core Strategy Preferred Options expected April 2009. Development Control 
Policies have been taken out of the LDS as they are currently not planned 
to be written within the first three years of the scheme, and the council will 
be saving the policies withing the current Local Plan in the meantime. 
Development Provision and Allocations DPD  I&O is expected June 2009. 
Submission to the Secretary of State is expected end of 2010. The LDS is 
being revised and a new timetable will be avalable when approved. The 
revised LDS is expected to be submitted to the Governemtn Office Feb-
March following the document being presented to the Council Committee in 
January 2009. The SCI was adopted Jan 2007.
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CaBe DeSIgN INfRaSTRUCTURe ReVIeW
SKILLS BASE QUESTIONNAIRE
august 2008

BaCKgRoUND

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather factual information about the design capacity of each 
authority in the growth Point Partnership.  It has been sent to � person within each authority.

It is principally concerned with identifying the internal and external design resources available and in 
use by your authority, in particular the number of staff with design skills and their role in supporting 
high-quality housing growth.

This will help CaBe and other organisations to understand the skills and resources currently 
available and in use by each authority and where there may be gaps or opportunities to make better 
use of these resources.  

A second questionnaire will aim to understand perceptions of how design influences the work of the 
authority and the effect it has on the quality of development. This will be sent separately to a range 
of individuals within each authority.

Please answer each question as accurately as possible and provide further information if the answers 
are not known or need additional explanation.  You may wish to submit your responses directly to us 
over the telephone, please see our contact details at the end of the questionnaire.    

CoNTaCT INfoRMaTIoN

Name:

Position/ department:

organisation: 

SeCTIoN �. oRgaNISaTIoNaL STRUCTURe

�.� Where does the principal responsibility for design and placemaking sit within your 
organisation (Please attach an organisational diagram if possible)?

�.2 How is this the resource for design and placemaking used within your organisation (please 
explain function of teams/personnel)?

 

 



CaBe Design Infrastructure Review - Design Skills Questionnaire - august 2008

SeCTIoN 2. SKILLS BaSe

2.� are there people working in your planning and regeneration teams who have a design 
qualification? (please give number, roles and design qualification e.g. architect, urban designers, 
landscape architect, other - please explain)

2.2 Are there other departments of your organisation with design qualifications e.g. architects 
department, estates/property or highways departments? (please give number and department)

2.3 are there people working in your planning and regeneration teams that you believe have a 
good level of design expertise based on experience rather than having a formal qualification? 
(please give number and describe roles)

2.4 are there people within other departments of your organisation with design and placemaking 
experience and skills, e.g. within property/estates or highways departments?  (Please give 
number, role and department)

2.5 are there any training opportunities in terms of design and placemaking that are available to 
your organisation and that have been accessed recently (please give brief details)?

 

SeCTIoN 3. ReSoURCeS

3.� How many specialist design related positions e.g. urban designers, are there within your 
organisation? (Please list their job titles and job description/roles).

3.2 How many of these design-related positions are currently unfilled? (Please give the reason why 
each of these posts is unfilled e.g. newly vacant post, internal promotion, no suitable candidates 
etc.)

Page 2 of 3
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3.3 How are people with design related positions involved in the following areas of work? (note: 
some people may have roles in more than of these areas, please indicate if this is the case)

 a) planning policy formulation

 b) development control (e.g. pre-application discussions/ report recommendations) 

 c) conservation 

 d) area-based work (e.g. site guidance, masterplans, character appraisals, etc)

 e) procurement (e.g. estates, property etc.) 

 f) highways and infrastructure (e.g. urban designers within highways)

3.4 are there any standards or toolkits that are used to help development control staff in the 
determination of planning applications? (e.g. Building for Life, local/county standards).

3.5  Does your organisation have system of monitoring the quality of built schemes? (If so, please 
explain)

 

SeCTIoN 4. eXTeRNaL DeSIgN aSSISTaNCe

4.� Does your District make use of any  national, regional and local design review panels e.g. 
CaBe, SeRDP, Inspire east Panel or other local panels? (please tick)

 No

 Yes, if so which ones

4.2 If yes, how many and broadly what type of schemes have you referred to design review panels 
in the past 3 years.
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4.3 Does your department make use of external design, masterplanning or placemaking advisors 
e.g. CaBe representatives or enablers, aTLaS, external consultancy advice etc.? (please tick)

 No

 Yes, please say who and broadly how they have been used

 

SeCTIoN 5. oTHeR INfoRMaTIoN

5.� Please provide any further information that you think would be helpful to us about the design 
skills and resources within your organisation or as additional answers to any of the questions 
above.

Please return this questionnaire by the 5th September 2008, to

Katja Stille

Tibbalds Planning and Urban Design

�9 Maltings Place

Tower Bridge Road

London Se� 3JB

If you have any questions about either the content or responses to this questionnaire please do not 
hesitate to contact us on 02070 089 2�2� or by email at katja.stille@tibbalds.co.uk
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CaBe DeSIgN INfRaSTRUCTURe ReVIeW
DESIGN IN THE PLANNING PROCESS 
QUESTIONNAIRE
august 2008

BaCKgRoUND

This questionnaire is about how your organisation deals with design related issues in planning and 
regeneration. It should take no more than 20 minutes of your time to complete it. 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information from a variety of perspectives about how 
well each authority manages design in the planning process. 

It will help CaBe and other organisations understand the issues and barriers to the delivery of high 
quality new places and development in your area and as it relates to housing growth with a view to 
identifying where additional help and resources may be required. 

We want your personal opinions and views on the issues raised.  Please give your answer to each 
question as honestly as possible and provide further information if the answers need additional 
explanation.  

The questionnaire is confidential and non-attributable.  If you prefer to remain anonymous, please 
leave the information in question 5.2 blank, although we will need to know which organisation you 
are from.  

We may wish to contact you in future to discuss your answer, please indicate if you would not be 
happy to do this at the end of the questionnaire.  

SeCTIoN �.  aBoUT YoU aND YoUR WoRK

�.� Please name your organisation

1.2 What area of work are you responsible for? (e.g. planning, highways, regeneration, etc)

 

1.3 Are you personally involved with large scale applications or projects, if so, what sort? (e.g. 
residential, mixed use, town centre, etc) 

1.4 Do you understand the role of Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) or Greater 
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) (whichever is appropriate) in promoting your 
area as a ‘growth Point’?
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SeCTIoN 2.  PLaNNINg PoLICY aND DeCISIoN MaKINg

2.� Does your organisation have planning policies in place to support good design and 
placemaking within your borough/district?  In your opinion, what are the most useful policies 
or documents that support design quality (please name/provide links)?

2.2 Do you think your organisation’s design based policies are:

 a) clear and widely understood within your organisation (please explain)?

 b) prominent and widely available to applicants? (i.e. in your reception area, offices and on  
your website)?

 c) effectively used and implemented?

2.3 In your experience does a trained or qualified urban designer (or other design professional e.g. 
landscape architect or architect) take part in pre-application discussions on large sites (please 
explain what normally happens)?

2.4 In your experience does a trained or qualified urban designer (or other design professional) 
take part in all post-submission planning application negotiations on large sites (please explain 
what normally happens)?

2.5 Do you think that the level of design input into the planning process from within your 
organisation is adequate?

2.6  If you believe it is inadequate at times, why do you think this is the case?

2.7  Do you think that the design input to the planning process in your organisation is influential 
and effective? (i.e. what effect does it have on the quality of proposals)

2.8 In your opinion, what is the general quality of the planning applications that are received by 
your organisation (i.e. proportion that you think are good)?  Why do you think this is?

Page 2 of 3
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SeCTIoN 3.  SUPPoRT foR gooD DeSIgN 

3.� What do you think is the most important aspect of design quality for your area?

3.2 Are there any barriers to achieving good design and placemaking in your district or area?  If so, 
what are they?

 

3.3 Do you see the delivery of good design and placemaking as part of your job?

 

3.4 In the course of your work do you access urban design skills/experience?  If so, can you give 
an example?

3.5 Do you feel that your organisation promotes a design-led approach to planning and 
regeneration?  Do you feel that it is a corporate priority?    

3.6 What more could be done to support good design and placemaking within your organisation? 
(please identify up to three measures that you believe would improve the situation)

 i)

 ii)

 iii)

3. 7 Do you think that your organisation promotes good design through other activities (other 
than planning and regeneration) and the procurement of other services in children’s services/
education/schools or adult services/social care etc. (please explain)?

 

3.8 are you aware of Design Review Panels e.g. CaBe or SeRDP/INSPIRe eaST Panel?  If you 
have used them in the past, what has your experience been? 

 

3.9 What is your experience of working with external design, masterplanning or placemaking 
advisors as part of project work or applications? (e.g. external consultants ,CABE, etc.)
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SeCTIoN �. BeST PRaCTICe

�.� Do you have examples of good practice development or masterplans/design guidance/design 
coding within your district that you think may be of use to other areas? (please provide 
information/links)

 

4.2 Are you aware of any local or regional design award schemes, and have you ever suggested 
schemes to be put forward to these?

4.3 Do you make use of any external best practice guidance documentation or resources, please 
indicate on the list below (please tick): 

 a) CABE “Creating Successful Masterplans”

 b) CABE “Creating Excellent Buildings”   

 c) CABE “Actions for Housing Growth” 

 d) CABE “Making Design Policy Work”

 e) Other CABE guidance (please state)  

 f) “By Design, Urban Design in the Planning System”

 g) “Urban Design Compendium”

 h) “Better Places to Live, by Design”

 i) SEEDA Checklist/Inspire East Excellence Framework (delete as applicable)

 j) Others (please state)

�.� Is ‘Building for Life’ the national standard for new residential neighbourhoods is used within 
your organisation (please explain how)?  Are other design criteria used? 

�.5 Does your organisation or your highway authority use the recently published  ‘Manual for 
Streets’ guidance from the Department for Transport?  If so, what  impact has it had on design 
quality and placemaking? 
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SeCTIoN 5. oTHeR CoMMeNTS

5.� Please use the space below to elaborate on any of your answers above or to provide any 
other information that may be useful to support your responses to the questions

5.2 Please provide your details so that we can ensure a good cross section of respondents take 
part in this questionnaire.  only CaBe and Tibbalds will have this information. 

 Name:

 Position/ department:

 organisation: 

5.3 Please confirm whether you are happy for us to contact you by telephone to discuss some of 
your answers in more detail (please tick)?

 Yes, I am happy to be contacted to discuss my answers in more detail.

 No, I do not wish to provide any further information.

Please return this questionnaire by the 19th September 2008, to

Katja Stille

Tibbalds Planning and Urban Design

�9 Maltings Place

Tower Bridge Road

London Se� 3JB

If you have any questions about either the content or responses to this questionnaire please do not 
hesitate to contact us on 02070 089 2�2� or by email at katja.stille@tibbalds.co.uk
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CABE DESIGN INFRASTRUCTURE REVIEW 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
 
 
SECTION 1: ABOUT YOU AND YOUR ORGANISATION 
 
1.1 Can you explain your role and what you do? 
 
1.2 Does your organisation have a particular role in supporting or focusing 
on the Growth Point? If so what is it? 
 
1.3 Does your organisation have a particular role in supporting good 
design? Both generally and specifically in relation to this Growth Point? 
 
 
SECTION 2: PLANNING POLICY AND DECISION MAKING 
 
2.1 Do you think that the Local Authorities in the Growth Point already 
have the right policies in place to support good placemaking? What about the 
policies they are putting into place as part of the new LDF? If possible, give 
good examples and poor examples?  
 
2.2 Are you confident that the local authorities are putting into place the 
right processes to help secure a well designed future for the Growth Point? 
e.g. considering strategic objectives, masterplanning, community 
engagement, approaches to considering applications etc.  
 
2.3 In your experience, do the authorities in the Growth Point have the 
design expertise and capacity, either in-house or through other means, to 
support the delivery of high quality development? Please give good and bad 
examples where possible. 
 
 
SECTION 3: SUPPORT FOR GOOD DESIGN WITHIN THE GROWTH 
POINT 
 
3.1 In your view, what are the main barriers to achieving good design in 
this Growth Point? 
 
3.2 Do you think that there a good understanding of and support for design 
and place making in the local authorities, at officer and political levels, and in 
the wider development industry as it operates locally? 
 
3.3 Do you think that the Growth Point organisation itself is effective in 
supporting and promoting good design and placemaking? Is it a priority? 
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SECTION 4: BEST PRACTICE 
 
 
4.1 Do you think there are any recent projects or built places in the Growth 
Point that represent particular examples of either good or bad practice, and 
which future proposals could learn from? 
 
4.2 Can you identify recent examples of best practice policy or processes 
that would be helpful to the future of the Growth Point? 
 
 
SECTION 5: ANY OTHER INFORMATION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
INCLUDE? 
 
 
 




